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We read the recent commentary by Dr. Natalia Spierlings entitled “Cosmetic commentary: Is
bakuchiol the new 'skincare hero'?”1 with interest as she delineated her perspective on the
recent clinical studies on bakuchiol. She importantly and correctly points out the need for more
high-quality studies in regards to topical bakuchiol. However, there are several
misunderstandings about the research studies and several omissions in her commentary.

Dr. Spierlings discusses the two studies with bakuchiol and indicates one clinical study with 17
women where no control cream was utilized. This publication was focused more on the cellular
genetic responses to bakuchiol and retinol exposure and presented copious basic science data.
The focus of this publication was the comparative gene expression profiles which was entirely
omitted in Dr. Spierlings’ commentary. The clinical study was a proof-of-concept study and it
was limited by the lack of a control group but utilized profilometry which is a robust method for
tracking wrinkles and it showed improvement in the pilot. Early studies frequently require a
proof-of-concept study and this study provided dosing insight for the comparative study with
retinol.

In describing the need to use “robust” methods, Dr. Spierlings cited a high-quality tretinoin

study but the study was a histological assessment and did not clinically track any facial features.

Furthermore, previous studies on tretinoin and retinol that did track facial features like wrinkles
did so with Likert style clinical grading2, which does not have the same resolution as
profilometry nor image based high-resolution tracking of wrinkles. So, in fact, the methods
used by previous studies, albeit clinically important, were of lower resolution capabilities.
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Despite this, a previous double-blinded study on retinol showed significant changes within 8
weeks2, contradicting the contention that results were not typically apparent until 6 months. In
fact, Dr. Spierlings indicated that bakuchiol (and therefore retinol) are “20 times less efficacious
than tretinoin” although she is quoting studies from over 20 years ago while a more recent
study directly contradicts this and show that topical retinol formulations may be equivalent to
tretinoin3. It is important to accurately discuss comparisons and evidence in light of the full
body of evidence including recent studies as well as studies from many years ago.

Dr. Spierlings then discusses the head to head study of bakuchiol vs retinol. The dosing was
chosen to mimic what previous proof-of-concept studies and prior use had supported for
bakuchiol and retinol. This study utilized high-resolution image-based analysis which has been
validated against in-person grading except with higher resolution, and did not require the
presence of in-person graders. The images that were graded for tolerability were rated in
blinded fashion. Therefore, neither the participants nor the graders were aware of the
assignments. Research methods in cosmetic studies have evolved to utilize highly sophisticated
and objective computer grading algorithms rather than rely on in-person grading schema.
Furthermore, both treatments groups showed improvement in comparison to baseline and
both groups had improvements that could not be statistically separated from one another. The
study was not simply a negative study but a positive study where both groups improved.
Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected where both of the groups were similar. The
notion that this is a negative study is oversimplification and incorrect. Nevertheless, more
studies are needed and we hope further studies with bakuchiol are performed in the future.

Finally, a curious point is that Dr. Spierlings has been involved as a medical director for
Dermatica which promotes retinoid containing products, such as tretinoin, but not bakuchiol.
Yet, for unclear reasons, this is omitted from the reported conflict of interests. It would appear
that serving as a medical director for a company that promotes retinoid-based products would
be highly relevant to a discussion of retinoids vs bakuchiol, especially when the commentary
contends that bakuchiol based publications are “marketing studies.”
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